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Losanges II
New colours for Losanges in beige and grey. Losanges II
is a Bouroullec brothers creation, and it’s a new view over
traditional persian rug. Hand made with artisan style of
kilim, handspun with afgan wool.
Using natural colours of afgan wool, Losanges II offers a
paceful and warmth sensation. Each diamond of its
design is unique and each rug become an unique piece.

Chillida Collection
One of the most special nanimarquina collections edited
ever, a set of seven artistic works by the artist Eduardo
Chillida becoming carpets. The collection traces the
trajectory of his drawings, prints and collages being
faithful to his works by choosing the best materials and
craftsmanship to deliver the highest quality.

More information and pictures if Losanges II and Chillida:
www.nanimarquina.com/en/downloads
username: press
password: press
More information, collections and awards:
www.nanimarquina.com
Erika Clarà
Press & Public Relations
+ 34 932 376 465
eclara@nanimarquina.com
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The Valencian company Expormim will present the latest news from their Rattan
series, more specifically the new items Fontal, Coffee Tables and Nautica.

The Fontal armchair, a new concept combining handicraft and
design
The latest creation from the designer Oscar Tusquets Blanca for
the company: the black Fontal armchair from the Rattan 2012
series. This elegant piece is handmade. It is a one-of-a-kind
product that is characterised by harmony and nature. The rigorous
designer work makes it a base for a new ’way of life’ that combines
technology with handicraft, science and art.

Coffee tables Trio, Trim and Tryp
This is a collection of centre tables that are organic: Trio, Trim
and Tryp, each of them designed by Studio Expormim to fulfil
diverse necessities.
With Trio and Trip, the essence of the raw material is enhanced
by using heavy tops made of solid oak, while the Tryp tables are
formed by steel bands that come together in a round, subtly
perforated top. The Tryp design makes it an original piece,
unique and elegant in every home.

Nautica, a unique swing
Nautica belongs to the Expormim collection of furniture made of
rattan. The company wants to update and bring to life this
particular material, used since the beginning, by collaborating with
prestigious designers. Nautica, designed by Mut Design, is a
hanging seat that honours one of the first pieces of furniture
created by the company in the 70s.
A swing that recovers and redefines the use of rattan that is
enhanced by the subtle play of shadows that results from its
movements as it surrenders to motion, reminding us of the play of
water seen on the waves at sea.
Information EXPORMIM
www.expormim.es
Tel. +34 962 295 144
PRESS RELEASE
KATBA Press Office Interior Design
Tel. +34 932 531 692
info@katba.com
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Konstantin Grcic designs Bench B, a new master
piece for the Extrusions collection produced by BD
Barcelona Design
Text by Konstantin Grcic
“I’ve known BD since the late eighties or early nineties. I was a student of design then,
and at the time Spanish design had a real Renaissance or it just seemed to have
popped up on the map. I drew my intention to the country, I travelled to Spain and
discovered a lot of things. Among those BD Barcelona Design, a company which had
an incredible facility to mix old and new, and something quite artisanal with very
industrial things.
Many years later when BD got in touch with me, it seemed so clear to me that
I wanted to make some kind of reference to the history of the company that I like so
much: a collection with aluminium extrusions. I proposed making just a big table, like
an aeroplane wing. When you see the table in the largest dimensions, up to almost 6
meters in length, it is something that the eye with the brain doesn’t understand of
how it can work.
It was obvious that if you have a table you need chairs. So it became the next project,
the B Chair. But instead of doing a chair in aluminium, we opted for a chair in wood
with one extruded element: the technical spine of the chair. A quite invisible piece of
tube. It is a wooden chair that has a classical form with a half round back. The seat is
folding, which allows for horizontal stacking so it’s a chair that can be quite
economical in terms of the space it takes up.
After the chair we wanted to find a new territory and we conceived Bench B. We
started working on the bench as a family of elements from very short, like a oneseater side chair, to a long bench of up to 6 meters. It can be for indoor or outdoor, it
can have arms or not, it can be upholstered or left pure aluminium. I think we have
created a kit of parts which can be turned to very different typologies or uses of this
bench.
What is interesting in this bench is that it makes reference to a very famous piece of
furniture: The Barcelona Chair designed by Mies van der Rohe. I think it is interesting
to make this reference in design. Design is not about inventing new things all the time,
design is an evolution of things.”

Grcic’s commentaries about Bench B on
Vimeo
https://vimeo.com/56773632
High resolution images
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9zdk02nh3fm
kcvp/vm8F2eKhji
press@bdbarcelona.com
www.bdbarcelona.com
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Vintage Collection
The new Vintage collection is distinctly contemporary, capturing the charm of a
bygone era, produced by hand using the finest materials.
The colours of the collection fill the spectrum with charm, thanks to sober and
harmonious vintage finishes.
A collection consists of bright colors, Blue, Red, Green and in contrast Beige, White
and Grey.
The Vintage collection recalls emotions of an elegant era with a genuine touch ....

More information:
projects2@apavisa.com
www.apavisa.com
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New options, colors and finishes of our latest collections of seating (New Brandy, New
Ronda, Flexa or Sail) and tables (Tao) from designers such as Patricia Urquiola,
Lievore Altherr Molina or Piergiorgio Cazzaniga.
The Outdoor collections will be also present at the Design Post, proposing a synthesis
between the indoor and the outdoor life. Sofas like Siesta will be combined with
auxiliar tables with ceramic tops. Next to them, The Wind-table with natural colored
ceramic tones combined with the Brisa folding, leads to a spacious dining area.
Moreover, after 18 h Andreu World invites you to our permanent exhibition at the
Design Post, where every day of the Trade Fair, we will celebrate an after work
cocktail.

More information:
Cristina Salavert
c.salavert@andreuworld.com
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AFRIKA, Jorge Pensi
The Afrika model stands out for its fine aesthetic character: the
series is made up of a sofa of different lengths, a fixed chair and a
swivel chair.
Each piece is characterised by pure lines and irregular angles, with
the emphasis on the bar inserted in the frame which runs along the
sides of the seat before terminating at the metal legs, which support
the seat structure. The legs are finished with oven baked paint,
chrome-plated or nickel-plated. Thebackrest and seat modules, of a
natural down and fiber filling on a multi-density polyurethane foam
base, are extremly comfortable and contrast with the rigidity of the
straight sides.

DIAM, Samuel Accoceberry
Diam chairs are suitable for any modern surrounding that welcomes
innovative design. Although concealed by the lightness of the sides and
backrest and therefore not easily perceived by the eye, the breadth and
depth of the seat is striking. The wooden structure is coated with
polyurethane. For maximum comfort, the backrest and seat are made of
multi- density foam and a natural down and fiber fill. Another innovation of
note is the total lack of sharp angles.

MONROE, Lievore Altherr Molina
The Monroe sofa is aesthetic versatility and structural coherence.
Its modular structure makes it possible to have either a classic
horizontal sofa or a corner sofa to close a space and make it more
intimate. The modules are presented in different sizes, with wellstudied proportions, as indeed are the cushions. Monroe achieves
a more traditional and domestic look with the option of a cover
which includes a skirt to cover the legs. The multiposition reclining
seatback sets this model apart. From horizontal to vertical it is
designed to achieve maximum user comfort, due to a mechanism
hidden in the back support cushion. Its undeniable comfort is due
to the choice of quality materials.
More information:
Maria Urrero
prensa@carmenes.eu
telf.+34 93 748 02 01
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SONAR COLLECTION
Sonar Series is the result of a new and innovative approach where it joins the warmth of wood
and the contemporary character of the concrete to convert both elements into an architectural
and decorative instrument, offering the essence of matter in a unique perfection.
Sonar Series takes the soul of the space and gives warmth and life enfolding it in an unique
world. Perfect symbiosis between aesthetics and technology resulting in a modern and
particularly style to be found in two sizes 45x90 and 11x90 cm.
Visual appeal and groundbreaking lines which give the space an extraordinary dynamism that
reflects a relaxed and contemporary lifestyle. A design that is commanded by trends in
architecture and leaves no one indifferent.

More information:
ceramicas@aparici.com
http://www.aparici.com

www.aparici.com
Carretera Castellón - Alcora km.12 12110 Alcora ( Castellón - Spain)

tel: +34 964 70 10 10 - fax: 964 70 10 49 export fax: +34 964 32 83 37 e-mail: ceramicas@aparici.com
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SUEDE, most sensual texture by Silestone®
Grupo Cosentino, a world leader in the development, production and distribution of quartz
surfaces and other natural stones launches "Suede", a new textured matte finish for Silestone
quartz surface.
Developed by the R & D department of Grupo Cosentino to respond to market demands, the
textured surface "Suede" transmits a touch perception unique for its beauty and elegance.
Silestone Suede offers a matte finish and is not necessary to apply any product to enhance its
tone, has an extraordinary performance against stains, soft touch and nice, and a complet
consistency of color.
The new Suede finish is actually available in more than 30 different colours and is ideal
application for use as worktop and tiling, as their daily maintenance is very simple and is easily
cleaned with soap and water.
Suede like the other two finishes of Silestone, Pulido and Volcano incorporates bacteriostatic
property of Silestone ®, which guarantees maximum hygiene in all its applications.

More information:
Pilar Navarro
Tel: +34 680347154
Email: pmnavarro@cosentinogroup.net
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Ondarreta is a family business that has been working in the field of
design and manufacture of tables, chairs and stools for both the home
and contract since it was founded in 1977.

New collection
1) ALO by Gabriel Teixidó
Designed by Gabriel Teixidó, includes stackable chair and armchair.
Frame in solid steel rod and casings made of beech plywood with
various finishes: varnishes, lacquers and upholstery.

2) IESU by Rafael Moneo
Designed by Rafael Moneo, one of the most representatives of contemporary
Spanish architecture, Iesu chair is made of solid oak and offers the possibility
of incorporating a polyurethane seat in various colors for additional comfort.

3) BOB by Nadia Arratibel
With Nordic-style design, the family began with chairs Bob
steel and Bob Wood, and now incorporate Bob XL chair with
or without arms. Two developments with wooden structure
upholstered and cabinet to give it a cozy and contemporary
touch.

4) BOOMERANG Family by Ondarreta Team
Inspired by a boomerang shape is formed by a frame in solid steel rod and a
housing oak with different finishes which also offers the possibility of
incorporating an upholstered.

5) DON Family by Ondarreta Team
Big family composed by: Don chair, Don chair arms, Don swivel chair, Don 2 and
3 seats, and Don stool. This family is characterized mainly by the phenolic
material that makes up the seat and backrest and the details added in their
back.
More information:
marketing@ondarreta.com
http://www.ondarreta.com/
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NEW COLLECTION 2013
1) Sloo Collection by Karim Rashid for VONDOM
Sloo creates a state between
liquid plastic and solid material
object.
Plastic loves to flow, to be
amorphous. We too are
amorphous so the relationship
is symbiotic. The results are
organic forms that softly
translate into and out of flat
planar surfaces.

2) Frame Collection by Ramon Esteve for
VONDOM
Frame was born from looking for serene
and timeless shapes using elementary
geometry. The result are solid pieces with
light appearance, offering at the same time
the maximum comfort thanks to its
ergonomic design.

3) Daybed Faz by Ramon Esteve for VONDOM
The FAZ family is growing and growing. VONDOM now enters
into the world of sunshade with Daybed, an elegant and
comfortable sunbed with a double function for outdoor.
Despite the large family of this collection; table, sofa, sun
lounger, bank, chair, flowerpot... his creator, the architect
Ramón Esteve has designed this new element, thinking about
the sensation to have an ideal bed, for relaxing, sunbathing
and enjoying in the open air, under a sunshade which protects
from the harmful rays.
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4) Peacock Collection by Eero Aarnio for VONDOM
The master Eero Aarnio creates his first piece for
VONDOM. It is without doubt a unique element for its
amusing and symbolic design, Peacock Collection.
Eero´s home was very close to the Helsinki zoo, which is
located on an island where the peacocks. Such
memories are the inspiration of the creation of this new
planter with much symbolism for Eero which naturally
named “Peacock”, thus emerging their ¨ beak to beak ¨
with this figure of his childhood.

5) CHRISMY by Teresa Sapey for VONDOM
Inspired in natural, organic and elegant shapes that rise towards its peak in
each of its silhouette to-and-fro movement. Its interior lighting creates a
true enveloping atmospheres to be able to enjoy them in different spaces.
A renewed classic, refined in its timeless modernity, easily adaptable. Pure
visual magic achieved through its logical continuation.

6) AGATHA by Agatha Ruiz de la Prada by VONDOM
The freshness, innocence and spontaneity reaches
VONDOM by the hand of the collection AGATHA by
AGATHA RUIZ DE LA PRADA, the first Kids collection of
VONDOM. The characteristic icons of the designer,
perceived instantly by their simple, sweet and refined
shapes. A funny, creative and optimistic composition
integrated throughout infantile codes: flowers, hearts…This
Kids furniture collection consists of two basic elements, mini
table and chair. A flower with large petals is the result of this
mini table which is accompanied by heart-shaped stools.
More information:
www.vondom.com
Tel: 0034 – 96 239 84 86 ext. 150
Email: marketing@vondom.com

**************************************************************************************************
SEE AND DOWNLOAD INFORMATION AND HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES HERE:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9g2sbmbyiea5rv8/AKjVzqDw7m
NEED MORE INFORMATION ABOUT RED OR ONE OF THESE
COMPANIES? CONTACT WITH US: comunicacion@red-aede.es
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